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Abstract17

Indian summer monsoon (ISM) variability is forced from external factors18

(like the El Niño Southern Oscillation, ENSO) but it contains also an internal19

component that tends to reduce its potential for predictability. Large-scale20

and local monsoon indices based on precipitation and atmospheric circula-21

tion parameters are used as a measure of ISM variability. In a9-members22

ensemble of AMIP-type experiments (with same boundary SST forcing and23

different initial conditions) their potential predictability is comparable using24

both local and large-scale monsoon indices. In the sample analyzed, about25

half of more predictable monsoon years coincide with El Niño and/or posi-26

tive Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events.27

Summer monsoon characteristics during ENSO and IOD years are ana-28

lyzed through composites computed over a three years period(i.e. one year29

before and one year after the event peak) to investigate the mutual relation-30

ship between the events lagged in time. The connection between ISM and31

IOD is mostly confined in the summer and autumn, while that with ENSO32

is stronger and extends more in time. In the coupled model results the IOD33

influence on the monsoon is large, even because in the model IOD events are34

intense and easily reproduced due to a strong air-sea feedback in the eastern35

side of the basin. Monsoon seasons preceding or following anEl Niño or a36

La Niña event are not exactly symmetric, even in terms of their biennial char-37

acter. In most of the cases, both in reanalysis and model, El Niño and positive38

IOD events tend to co-occur with larger anomalies either in the Indo-Pacific39

ocean sector or over India, while La Niña and negative IOD donot.40

From the observed record, the ENSO-IOD correlation is positive strong41

and significant since mid-60s and it may correspond with either strong or42
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weak ENSO-monsoon relationship and with strong or weak IOD-monsoon43

relationship. A main difference between those periods is the relationship44

between Indian monsoon rainfall and SST in other ocean basins rather than45

the Indo-Pacific sector alone.46
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1 Introduction47

The Indian summer monsoon (ISM) is one of the main componentsof the broad-scale48

Asian summer monsoon that represents the largest source of moisture and precipitation49

of the tropical sector (Webster et al., 1998). The ISM variesat many timescales, from50

intra-seasonal to interdecadal, and it is largely modulated by external factors, like the El51

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). This remote influence isknown since the beginning52

of the 19th century and it has been widely investigate in the past (Walker, 1924; Sikka,53

1980; Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1983; Kirtman and Shukla, 2000, among others). The54

negative relationship between ENSO and the ISM can be explained as a modulation of55

the Walker circulation (i.e. Ju and Slingo, 1995). During warm ENSO episodes, the rising56

limb of the Walker circulation shifts eastward in response to a warming of the eastern57

Pacific causing descent of air in the Western Pacific and Indian sectors with decreased58

monsoon rainfall (Goswami, 1998; Lau and Wang, 2006).59

The dependence of the ISM variability on ENSO, i.e. on the remote SST forcing from60

the Pacific Ocean, represents a very important aspect of the monsoon for its prediction. In61

a general perspective, the understanding that anomalous boundary conditions provide po-62

tential predictability is the scientific basis for deterministic climate predictions (Charney63

and Shukla, 1981). Monsoon predictability is indeed a crucial issue as life and economy64

of million of people depends on its rainfall, but because of its complex nature and the65

diversity of its interactions, useful monsoon prediction is still a challenge (Webster and66

Hoyos, 2010; Turner and Annamalai, 2012). In the Asian/Indian monsoon regions, both67

externally forced and internal variability components have been identified to measure the68

monsoon potential predictability (Shukla, 1981; Singh andKripalani, 1986; Goswami,69

1998; Mohan and Goswami, 2003, among others). Because of thedetermining role of the70

internal ”unpredictable” variability component, some studies tried as well to link it to the71

monsoon intra-seasonal oscillation (Goswami, 1994; Sperber et al., 2000; Goswami and72
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Xavier, 2005).73

Toward the end of the 20th century changes have been documented in the strength of74

the ENSO-monsoon relationship (Kumar et al., 1999; Kinter et al., 2002). Even though75

studies suggested that its weakening could be apparent, as either due to the use of fixed76

definition of seasons (Xavier et al., 2007), or to random fluctuations (van Oldenborgh and77

Burgers, 2005). In the last two decades, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD, Saji et al., 1999;78

Webster et al., 1999) has been identified as potential trigger of the ENSO-monsoon con-79

nection (Ashok et al., 2001; Li et al., 2003), but its active or passive role has not been80

clearly identified yet (Webster et al., 2002; Meehl et al., 2003; Wu and Kirtman, 2004;81

Cherchi et al., 2007). Air-sea interaction processes in theIndian Ocean are undoubtedly82

involved in the monsoon dynamics; hence they are crucial forthe ENSO-monsoon tele-83

connection (Wu and Kirtman, 2004; Shinoda et al., 2004; Bracco et al., 2007).84

On interannual timescales, a large component of the Asian summer monsoon variability85

consists of its biennial character, with a relatively strong event that tends to be followed86

by a relatively weak one in the next year. This variability has been identified as the tro-87

pospheric biennial oscillation (TBO; Meehl, 1994, 1997). The biennial character of the88

tropical climate in the Indian and Pacific regions largely involves the Indian summer mon-89

soon, ENSO, Indian Ocean dynamics and their mutual interactions (Meehl et al., 2003;90

Wu and Kirtman, 2007). Shifting of large-scale east-west circulation, Rossby wave type91

response and surface heat fluxes-SST feedback are at the baseof the ENSO influence92

on the ISM biennial variations (Meehl et al., 2003). North Indian Ocean SST anoma-93

lies (SSTA) contribute as well to rainfall transitions via anomalous low-level moisture94

convergence (Wu and Kirtman, 2007). IOD, ENSO, the monsoon and their mutual con-95

nections form an important and complex aspect of the tropical climate worth of further96

attention (Tamura et al., 2011; Boschat et al., 2011; Pokhrel et al., 2012; Achuthavarier97

et al., 2012).98
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In the present study we intend to contribute to the understanding of the relationship99

between the Indian summer monsoon, ENSO and the Indian Oceandipole. In particular,100

we explore how the Indian summer monsoon characteristics are influenced by ENSO and101

IOD events, focusing on the biennial character of the monsoon. As previously mentioned,102

this is one of the regions where the air-sea interaction is crucial (Wu and Kirtman, 2004;103

Bracco et al., 2007). Nevertheless, atmospheric forced experiments can still be useful to104

understand aspects of the monsoon dynamics and variability, particularly when they can105

be compared with coupled model simulations. In this study, an ensemble of AMIP-type106

experiments, with forced SST boundary conditions, and an ocean-atmosphere coupled107

model experiment are analyzed and compared with available data and reanalysis. The role108

of the IOD-ENSO relationship in the weakening/strengthening of the ENSO-monsoon109

connection is questioned as well. In the AMIP-type ensemblewe are also interested110

in measuring the potential predictability of monsoon precipitation and circulation-based111

indices coming from Pacific and Indian Ocean SST.112

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experiments analyzed (in-113

cluding the models used to produce them), and it lists datasets and reanalysis included in114

the study and in the model experiments comparison. Section 3is dedicated to the descrip-115

tion of the mean state and variability over India in terms of monsoon indices, including the116

analysis of the potential predictability of monsoon extreme years in the AMIP-type en-117

semble. Section 4 compares the monsoon characteristics during ENSO and IOD years in118

both model results and reanalysis. Section 5 is mainly focused on the study of the changes119

occurring in the ENSO-monsoon relationship and it is mostlybased on the atmospheric120

reanalysis. Finally, Section 6 collects the main conclusions of the study.121
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2 Model, experiments and datasets122

Two kinds of experiments have been used for the present study: an AMIP-type ensem-123

ble and a 20th century coupled model experiment. The AMIP-type ensemble consists124

of 9 members with the same boundary, but different initial conditions. The boundary125

conditions are interannually varying SST taken from the HadISST dataset (Rayner et al.,126

2003). The time record analyzed is 1948-2003. The experiments have been performed127

with the ECHAM4 atmospheric model (Roeckner et al., 1996) atT106 horizontal resolu-128

tion (roughly corresponding to 1x1 spatial grid) and 19 vertical sigma levels.129

The twentieth century simulation has been performed with the fully coupled atmosphere-130

ocean general circulation model SINTEXG (Gualdi et al., 2008). It includes prescribed131

concentration of greenhouse gases (i.e. CO2, CH4 N2O and chloro-fluoro-carbons) and132

sulfate aerosols, as specified for the 20C3M experiment defined for the IPCC AR4 sim-133

ulations (see http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/aboutipcc.php for more details) from 1901134

to 2000. The characteristics of both atmospheric and oceanic model components are135

described in previous publications (Cherchi et al., 2008; Gualdi et al., 2008). The at-136

mospheric component is the same used for the AMIP-type ensemble and at the same137

resolution, while the oceanic component is OPA (Madec et al., 1998), which is spatially138

distributed over a three-dimensional Arakawa-C-type grid(about 2◦× 2◦ horizontal res-139

olution, with a meridional refinement of 0.5◦ at the Equator, and 31 prescribed vertical140

levels).141

The model outputs have been compared with observations and re-analysis data. In142

particular, the global distribution of sea surface temperature has been taken from the143

HadISST dataset over a 1x1 grid (Rayner et al., 2003), atmospheric fields come from144

the NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al, 1996) in a regular 2.5x2.5grid, and the global precip-145

itation over land at 0.5x0.5 resolution is taken from the CRUdataset (Mitchell and Jones,146

2005). Satellite globally distributed precipitation for the period 1979-2006 over a 2.5 reg-147
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ular grid from the CMAP dataset (Xie and Arkin, 1997) has beenused as well. Observed148

datasets are used in their original grid, except when compared directly. In that case data149

are interpolated over a common grid, usually the coarser one.150

3 Mean state and variability: Monsoon indices151

Fig. 1 shows the annual cycle of the precipitation and of the zonal wind shear (as U850152

minus U200) zonally averaged over the Indian monsoon region(between 60-90E). Both153

forced and coupled model performance is realistic: large amounts of precipitation move154

from the ocean toward the land in summer, but the maximum remains over the ocean,155

as is observed (fig. 1). The comparison between AMIP-type andcoupled model experi-156

ments reveals that when oceanic and atmospheric componentsare coupled (i.e. they can157

exchange fluxes), the model performance improves with an increase (decrease) of land158

(ocean) precipitation (fig. 1a,b). The zonal wind shear (contours in fig. 1) is used to repre-159

sent the mean circulation over the Indian monsoon region (Webster and Yang, 1992). The160

model simulation is realistic with zonal wind shear maxima in summer at 10N, but in the161

coupled model experiment the values are slightly weaker than observed (fig. 1c).162

Fig. 2 summarizes the summer mean state in terms of SST, precipitation and upper163

troposphere velocity potential, and it shows the main biases of the model. The model,164

both forced and coupled, has less than observed precipitation over India and in the Bay165

of Bengal (fig. 2a,b,c shaded contours). Over the Indian Ocean the precipitation bias in166

the western basin is reduced in the coupled model, thanks to the contribution of the air-167

sea interaction (Cherchi and Navarra, 2007). On the other hand, in the eastern side the168

coupled model bias is larger than in the AMIP-type ensemble because of the cold SST169

bias (fig. 2d).170

In the Pacific Ocean, the simulated SST is colder than observed, with the cold tongue171

extending farther east (fig. 2d). In that area, precipitation is largely underestimated (fig. 2d)172
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and it shows the typical coupled model double ITCZ syndrome (Bellucci et al., 2010). The173

upper troposphere velocity potential is realistically centered over the Asian continent in174

the model (fig. 2, contours), even if the intensity is much weaker in the coupled model175

where it reflects the weaker than observed low-level convergence (fig. 2c).176

The Indian monsoon intensity and variability may be expressed in terms of the summer177

(JJA) mean rainfall averaged over India (IMR - Indian monsoon rainfall index). The178

definition and usage of this index follow the All-Indian Rainfall (AIR) values obtained179

from rain-gauges measurements as described in Parthasarathy et al. (1992). In the AMIP-180

type ensemble, the IMR index computed for the ensemble mean is significantly correlated181

with the CRU dataset, and the value is 0.44, indicating that the portion of ISM variability182

externally forced is large. As the ensemble mean removes theinternal variability, its183

correlation with the observations is larger than if considering the value for each member184

of the ensemble, or their average.185

The relationship between summer precipitation over India,IOD and ENSO is lagged186

in time (i.e. Turner et al., 2007; Izumo et al., 2010; Boschatet al., 2011). Fig. 3 shows187

the lagged correlation between IMR, ENSO and IOD in terms of SST anomalies. In par-188

ticular, ENSO and IOD are measured here in terms of SST anomalies using the NINO3189

and the IODM indices, respectively. NINO3 is the average of monthly mean SST anoma-190

lies in the area 150-90W 5S-5N, while IODM is the monthly SST anomalies difference191

between a western (60-80E, 10S-10N) and an eastern (90-110E, 10S-Eq) box in the In-192

dian Ocean (Saji et al., 1999; Saji and Yamagata, 2003). In the reanalysis and in the193

AMIP-type ensemble, the correlation between IMR and NINO3 is negative and signifi-194

cant starting before the summer, it peaks in July, in the coreof the monsoon season, and it195

remains negative and large after the monsoon peak (fig. 3a,b). On the other hand, the cor-196

relation between IMR and IODM in the re-analysis is negativeand significant only during197

the fall after the monsoon peak (fig. 3a - dashed line). If the eastern and western poles198
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of the IOD are considered separately, the western side has the largest correlation (not199

shown). In the AMIP-type ensemble, the correlation is negative and significant during the200

whole monsoon season (fig. 3b, dashed line) and as in the re-analysis the main connection201

is through the western lobe of the dipole (not shown). According to this result, while the202

ENSO-monsoon relationship appears strong during the developing phase of ENSO, the203

IOD-monsoon connection is mostly confined to the monsoon demise phase, correspond-204

ing to the peak of the evolution of the Indian Ocean Dipole. Inthe period 1979-2007205

the correlation between Indian summer monsoon rainfall andfall IOD index is significant206

only in September (Boschat et al., 2011).207

IMR is an example of a widely used index to measure the monsoonvariability. How-208

ever, it is well recognized that models tend to better simulate the monsoon in terms of cir-209

culation fields than in terms of precipitation. In fact, in literature many different indices210

based on circulation parameters have been defined and used (Webster and Yang, 1992;211

Kawamura, 1998; Wang and Fan, 1999; Wang et al., 2001, among others). Fig. 4 shows212

the annual cycle of four different indices: the precipitation-based index IMR is compared213

with three circulation-based indices, computed in the reanalysis and in the model exper-214

iments. In terms of precipitation averages, as previously mentioned, the model experi-215

ments tend to have less precipitation than observed over theIndian subcontinent (fig. 4a).216

In the coupled model the amount of precipitation in summer ismore realistic but the217

time extension is wider than observed (it seems that the onset is slightly anticipated while218

the demise is slightly delayed). Fig. 4b shows the Indian Monsoon Index (IMI) defined219

by Wang et al. (2001). This index is computed as 850 mb JJA zonal wind difference be-220

tween two sectors over the Indian monsoon region (i.e. 40-80E, 5-15N minus 70-90E,221

20-30N), and it has been recognized as a good index to represent the Indian monsoon222

variability in the coupled model used in this study (Cherchiet al., 2007). In terms of223

intensity the index is slightly underestimated in the experiments, but it has a realistic time224
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evolution during the year (fig. 4b).225

The indices just described are mostly local, but ISM variability may be represented226

in terms of large-scale features as well. According to that,Webster and Yang (1992)227

introduced the Dynamical Monsoon Index (DMI) defined as the zonal wind shear be-228

tween lower and upper troposphere (U850 minus U200) averaged in the region 40-110E,229

Eq-20N. Fig. 4c shows how the AMIP-type ensemble is able to realistically simulate its230

annual cycle, while the coupled model simulation tends to underestimate its intensity, as231

already discussed for fig. 1. Another large-scale index is the MTG (Meridional Temper-232

ature Gradient) defined by Kawamura (1998) as the atmospheric thickness (geopotential233

height difference between 200 and 500 mb) difference between 50-100E, Eq-20N and234

50-100E, 20-40N in summer. The MTG index is strictly connected with the zonal wind235

shear changes and it contains details of the atmospheric thickness associated with intense236

monsoon convection (Kawamura, 1998). Fig. 4d shows how the model experiments sim-237

ulate its annual cycle in a realistic way. The variability ofthe large-scale monsoon indices238

is better represented compared to local indices. In fact, inthe AMIP-type ensemble MTG239

and DMI are highly correlated with the indices computed fromNCEP. The correlation240

coefficients considering the ensemble mean are 0.70 and 0.58, respectively.241

In literature many other indices have been introduced, based on meridional wind shear (Wang242

and Fan, 1999) or 200mb velocity potential (Tanaka et al., 2004), to represent the Hadley243

and the Walker type circulations, respectively, over the area. However, for the purpose244

of this study and building on a previous study discussion on the performance of the same245

model (Cherchi and Navarra, 2007), we evaluate the indices shown in fig. 4 as appropriate246

to represent the ISM variability.247

Considering the availability of nine members in the ensemble, for each index we com-248

pute the potential predictability for each year and we compare the performances. As249

mentioned in the Introduction the concept of potential predictability has been widely in-250
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vestigated in the 90’s and it can be measured as a sort of signal to noise ratio (i.e. Stern and251

Miyakoda, 1995). In particular, the signal relies on the forcing from the SST (i.e. ensem-252

ble mean), while the noise is represented in terms of the internal component (i.e. spread253

among the ensemble). The signal to noise ratio as measure of the potential predictabil-254

ity coming from the SST forcing has been studied as well usingthe analysis of variance255

(ANOVA) statistical technique in ensembles of GCM experiments (Rowell, 1998). Trop-256

ical precipitation is largely controlled by the given SST distribution, specifically in the257

ENSO sector (Kang et al, 2004), while in the ISM region internal oscillations can account258

for a large fraction of the simulated monsoon variability (Goswami, 1998; Krishnamurthy259

and Shukla, 2001).260

Following the approach of Stern and Miyakoda (1995), we define the potential pre-261

dictability (PP) of an index that varies depending on time (y) and on the ensemble dimen-262

sion (η), as:263

PP =
Xy

σiy

(1)264

whereXy is the ensemble mean computed as265

Xy =
1

N

N∑

η=1

Xηy (2)266

where N is the number of the members and y is the year. The denominator σiy is the267

standard deviation among the members computed as268

σiy =
1

N

N∑

η=1

(Xηy − Xy)
2 (3)269

Hence PP is the ratio of the ensemble mean over the standard deviation among the mem-270

bers and a black bin in fig. 5 represents it for each year and foreach index. According271

to the definition, the larger the value, the larger the potential predictability of that year.272

We can identify as largest values those in the tails (i.e. exceeding the 10th and 90th per-273

centile) of the PP distribution (yellow bins in fig. 5). Typically the value of PP is large274
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when the spread among the members is small (i.e. when the internal variability compo-275

nent is smaller than the forced one). In fig. 5 the ensemble spread is shown as well (black276

stars) and when PP is large the members values are close each other indicating their small277

standard deviation.278

In fig. 5 (bottom right in each panel) we have reported also theratio of the standard de-279

viation of the ensemble mean over the average of the standarddeviation for each member,280

which is as well a measure of the potential predictability ofthe indices (Alessandri et al.,281

2011). The intensity close to one indicate that the signal tonoise ratio is high, and hence282

that their potential predictability is high. Large-scale monsoon indices have values larger283

than the local indices, and this may be related also to their dependence on less noisy fields284

like upper troposphere wind and geopotential height.285

To identify the source of the forced potential predictability we can verify the corre-286

spondence between extreme monsoon predictable years and ENSO or IOD events. ENSO287

and IOD years (Table 1) have been classified using monthly SSTanomalies based in-288

dices, i.e. NINO3 and IODM as previously defined. In particular, a year is classified289

as an ENSO-year when its NINO3 value exceeds 0.5 std from the mean (positive for El290

Niño and negative for La Niña) starting from November for at least 3 months (Trenberth,291

1997). On the other hand, a year is classified as IOD when its IODM value averaged from292

September to November exceeds 1 std from the mean (positive for positive IOD event,293

and negative for a negative IOD event). For all the indices, we counted how many times294

extreme monsoon predictable years correspond to El Niño, La Niña or a positive or nega-295

tive IOD event. The results are summarized in Table 2. For allthe indices, at least half the296

time potentially predictable monsoon years coincide with an El Niño or a positive IOD297

event (see Table 2), actually in all the cases the two events co-occurred. On the other hand298

for negative IOD and La Niña events the correspondence is weaker (Table 2).299

From fig. 5, 1987 can be identified as the year which has the largest potential pre-300
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dictability for all the indices: it corresponds to a positive IOD year co-occurring with301

a weak El Niño (Table 1). Actually, 1987 has been recorded asa drastic monsoon302

drought (Kumar, 1987). In the literature, 1987 and 1988 havebeen used as test beds303

to study the monsoon predictability as typical examples of adry and a wet monsoon (Kr-304

ishnamurti et al., 1995).305

4 ISM characteristics during ENSO and IOD years306

In this section most of the figures are types of Hoevmoeller diagrams, time-latitude or307

longitude-time plots. In all of them the monthly anomalies shown are composite of ENSO,308

IOD or extreme monsoon events computed over a three years period (hereafter 3-yrs com-309

posite). In particular, the time axis is organized over three years centered in the year (0),310

when the event peaks, and it covers the year before (-1) and the year after (+1) the peak,311

from spring to fall. Extreme monsoon years are classified as strong or weak depending on312

monsoon indices exceeding 1 or -1 standard deviation from the mean.313

ENSO and IOD years (listed in Table 1) are the same for the observations/reanalysis314

and AMIP-type ensemble, as the classification is based on monthly SST anomalies and315

monthly SST is prescribed in those experiments. According to the metric used for the316

classification, years in Table 1 correspond to the November-December peak value for317

ENSO and to the fall peak value for the Indian Ocean Dipole (i.e. 1997 El Niño year318

refers to the event developing during 1997 and peaking between November 1997 and319

December 1998, while 1997 positive IOD year refers to the event peaking in September-320

November 1997).321

4.1 Analysis of El Niño and La Niña years322

Fig. 6 shows the 3yrs-composite of precipitation anomaliesaveraged over India (i.e. 75-323

85E) and of zonal wind shear anomalies averaged between 60E and 90E during El Niño324
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and La Niña years (bold values in Table 1). In this case the year 0 corresponds to the325

developing phase of ENSO peaking from Nov(0) to Jan(+1), andwith this methodology326

the summer season of year 0 corresponds to the ENSO developing phase, while that of327

year (-1) and that of year (+1) precedes and follows, respectively, an ENSO event. The328

anomalies are computed with respect to the monthly mean climatology of the period 1948-329

2003 in AMIP-type ensemble and observations, and of the whole century (1901-2000) in330

the coupled model experiment.331

During the monsoon season of year (0), weaker than normal precipitation occurs over332

India, mainly in its second part (Aug(0)-Sep(0)) with reduced vertical zonal wind shear333

(fig. 6a). Boschat et al. (2011) firstly evidenced this asymmetry between the beginning334

and ending phase of the monsoon. The monsoon of the year before the El Niño evolu-335

tion has stronger than normal precipitation, while the yearthat follows has weaker than336

normal rainfall north of 15N in the beginning of the monsoon season and stronger than337

normal precipitation in the southern part of India toward the end of the season (fig. 6a).338

As expected, over India increased/decreased zonal wind shear anomalies occur in corre-339

spondence of excess/deficit of rainfall (fig. 6a).340

In the AMIP-type ensemble, the response of the monsoon characteristic during the341

summer season in correspondence of the evolution of the El Niño (fig. 6c) and the as-342

sociated changes in the Walker circulation (as shown later)are realistic but the lack of343

ocean-atmosphere interaction prevents the Indian Ocean dynamics contribution to the bi-344

ennial periodicity (Meehl et al., 2003; Wu and Kirtman, 2004). In the coupled model the345

signal is weak and for both the years preceding and followingthe monsoon the anomalies346

over India are not coherent in space (fig. 6c).347

During La Niña years, the anomalies are reversed with respect to El Niño years even348

if the characteristics of precipitation and wind fields are not exactly opposite. In fact,349

in summer during the developing phase of La Niña, stronger than normal precipitation350
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anomalies occur over India with larger values in the demise phase of the monsoon season,351

associated with higher than normal zonal wind shear anomalies (fig. 6b): the monsoon352

tends to be delayed and weaker (stronger) during El Niño (LaNiña) years. The summer353

preceding La Niña has weaker than normal precipitation, inagreement with the reverse354

of the El Niño case. On the other hand, the summer following the peak of La Niña event355

has precipitation still stronger than normal, at least in the starting phase of the monsoon,356

different from the El Niño case (fig. 6b).357

In the model, during La Niña years precipitation anomaliesare largely weaker than ob-358

served both in the AMIP-type ensemble and in the coupled model experiment (fig. 6d,f).359

In the AMIP-type ensemble, the intensification of the wind shear in summer is realistic in360

intensity and time evolution during the monsoon season (fig.6d). In the coupled model,361

in the summer of year 0 the signal of a more intense monsoon in terms of wind shear is362

mainly concentrated in the late monsoon season (fig. 6f).363

The comparison between forced and coupled model experiments performances in fig. 6364

reveals that AMIP-type simulations are more proxy to observations than the 20th century365

experiment is, and this is mostly true for the El Niño years.This difference could be as-366

cribed to the weakness of the ENSO-monsoon connection in thecoupled model used (see367

also Cherchi et al., 2007). This shortcoming of the model could be related to its biases, as368

documented by Gualdi et al. (2003) and Guilyardi et al. (2003), in the simulation of the369

basic state of the Pacific Ocean, like the common westward extension of the SST anoma-370

lies (Terray et al., 2005). These biases in fact could effectthe location of subsidence in371

the Western Pacific and Indian Ocean sector (Cherchi et al., 2012).372

4.2 Strong and weak monsoon years: Differences between indices373

The ENSO-monsoon connection is interpreted in terms of the modulation of the Walker374

circulation, that can be represented with 200 mb velocity potential. Fig. 7 shows the375
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composite for SST and 200 mb velocity potential during strong and weak monsoon years.376

The composites are built as described before, but the graphsare longitude versus time377

as the fields are averaged between 10S-10N. The region is chosen as it corresponds to378

the maxima in the evolution of the Walker cell (Lau and Yang, 2002). Here strong and379

weak monsoon years are classified based on IMI index. In the model, both for AMIP-380

type ensemble and for the coupled model experiment, the patterns shown for IMI do not381

differ from the same analysis applied to IMR and MTG indices (not shown), while in382

the reanalysis the conclusions may be different (which willbe further discussed after the383

model outputs analysis). In the AMIP-type ensemble the indices are highly correlated384

each other, but we cannot exclude that this lack of variance in the model may be also385

influenced by biases in the coupling between rainfall and large-scale dynamics.386

In the coupled model, negative (positive) 200 mb velocity potential anomalies over387

India peaking in summer are associated with upper troposphere divergence (convergence)388

and increased (decreased) low-level convergence over the region (fig. 7c,d): the patterns389

are almost symmetric comparing strong and weak monsoon years. The SST pattern has390

positive (negative) anomalies in the Pacific region during the summer monsoon season391

and in the months before. In the eastern part of the Indian Ocean weak positive (negative)392

anomalies develop after July (fig. 7c,d) in strong (weak) monsoon years. This pattern393

represents the enhanced dipole structure of the Indian Ocean in this model (Cherchi et al.,394

2007).395

In the AMIP-type ensemble the characteristics are comparable with the coupled model396

experiment except that both SST and 200 mb velocity potential anomalies are larger dur-397

ing the summer monsoon season of year 0 (fig. 7a,b). In the AMIP-type ensemble the398

monsoon intensity is directly related with the simultaneous SST in the Pacific Ocean that399

modulates the dichotomy of subsidence regions between the Asian and the Pacific sectors.400

On the other hand, in the coupled model experiment the SST anomalies of the preceding401
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season may change the atmospheric circulation patterns interacting with the anomalies in402

the Asian sector for strong monsoon years.403

In the reanalysis the composite of IMI, IMR and MTG varies, suggesting different404

mechanisms at work in providing extreme monsoon rainfall and winds over India. Fig. 8405

shows SST and 200 mb velocity potential composite for strongand weak monsoon years406

classified using IMI, IMR and MTG monsoon indices. In all the cases, the summer of year407

0 is characterized by upper troposphere divergence (convergence) over the Indian Ocean408

sector in correspondence of stronger (weaker) than normal monsoon (fig. 8), but differ-409

ences exist in the SST pattern potentially forcing (interacting with) those atmospheric410

anomalies.411

IMI and IMR composites seem to represent two different conditions in terms of con-412

temporary or precursor Pacific Ocean SST patterns influence.In fact, in IMR cases,413

starting from the spring of year 0, positive (negative) SST anomalies develop in the re-414

mote central-eastern Pacific sector and positive (negative) velocity potential anomalies415

in the upper troposphere peak over India thus providing weaker (stronger) than normal416

monsoon conditions (fig. 8c,d). On the other hand, in IMI cases negative (positive) SST417

anomalies in the Pacific sector in the winter before the peak (i.e. Oct(-1)-Jan(0)) pre-418

cedes the development of positive (negative) 200 mb velocity potential anomalies typical419

of deficit (excess) rainfall conditions over India (fig. 8a,b).420

In MTG cases the SST anomalies in the Pacific sector are largerthan in the other cases421

and they are associated with anomalies of the same sign in theIndian Ocean developing in422

correspondence of the evolution of the monsoon season (fig. 8e,f). This figure shows how423

different condition in the Indian-Pacific sector may provide similar patterns over India.424

This result reflects the complexity of the relationship between ENSO, the monsoon and425

the Indian Ocean SST.426

The list of the years used for the composites shown in fig. 8 arereported in Table 3.427
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For each index, the years corresponding to effective floods or droughts Indian monsoon428

events, according to the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM) classification429

(see www.tropmet.res.in/∼kolli/mol/Monsoon/Historical/air.html), are evidenced. For430

IMI and IMR, most of the events are effective extremes monsoon years, and even all431

the other matches with the sign of the ISM anomaly. On the other hand, the number of432

events in the MTG composite are fewer than in the other cases and few of them corre-433

spond to effective flood or drought years. If we restrict the analysis considering only the434

events that correspond with effective drought and flood monsoons, the main features just435

described are unchanged, even the SST pattern in the Indian sector (not shown).436

4.3 Comparison between ENSO and IOD cases437

To compare ISM characteristics during ENSO and IOD years, precipitation and zonal438

wind shear composites are computed also for positive and negative IOD events (fig. 9).439

In this case the year 0 corresponds to both the developing andpeaking phase of IOD440

from Jul(0) to Nov(0). In the reanalysis a positive (negative) IOD peak is preceded by441

weaker (stronger) than normal monsoon rainfall and weaker (more intense) zonal wind442

shear (fig. 9a,b), even though the signals are small. In the positive IOD case Jun(0)-Jul(0)443

negative anomalies are followed by positive anomalies in rainfall mainly in Aug(0)-Sep(0)444

north of 20N (fig. 9a). In the negative IOD cases, the positiveprecipitation anomalies are445

particularly small and hardly identifiable. In the coupled model, the anomalies are weak446

and not coherent in space (fig. 9e,f), as for the ENSO case. In the AMIP-type ensemble,447

the anomalies during the summer monsoon period are large andextend for the whole448

monsoon season (fig. 9c,d).449

To relate the results discussed above with the evolution of ENSO and IOD events, we450

have repeated SST and 200 mb velocity potential composite analysis for El Niño/La Niña451

and positive/negative IOD years (fig. 10 and fig. 11, respectively). In this case results452
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from reanalysis and coupled model experiment are shown. In the Pacific basin positive453

(negative) SST anomalies develop from spring of year 0 to thesummer of year +1 and454

they are preceded by anomalies of the opposite sign, but weaker, in the spring-summer455

of year -1 during El Niño (La Niña) events (fig. 10a,b). Overthe Indian Ocean a dipole456

structure develops in correspondence of the El Niño years from July and it peaks in fall457

(fig. 10a). During La Niña years, the dipole signature in theIndian Ocean is weaker than458

during El Niño, and the negative anomalies in the western part of the basin are larger than459

the positive one in the east (fig. 10b).460

During positive IOD events positive and negative SSTA in thewestern and eastern side461

of the Indian Ocean, respectively, are associated with positive SSTA in the Pacific Ocean462

in the contemporary season from April (0) to April (+1) (fig. 10c). In negative IOD cases,463

SSTA in both Indian and Pacific sectors are of the opposite sign but weaker in intensity:464

from this composite it seems that the IOD signal is dominatedby the anomalies in the465

western part of the basin (fig. 10d). In the upper troposphere, the peak of the anomalies466

occur from spring to spring with negative anomalies in the Pacific sector and positive ones467

over the Indian region, corresponding to ENSO characteristics and explaining weakening468

of convergence. The anomalies are opposite during La Niña (fig. 10).469

In the coupled model the SSTA and their time evolution in the Pacific Ocean are real-470

istic and comparable with the observations, but the dipole signature in the Indian Ocean471

is stronger than observed, at least in the El Niño case, and it starts from spring (fig. 11a).472

During IOD years in the coupled model the anomalies are exactly symmetric with posi-473

tive (negative) dipole anomalies in the Indian Ocean and positive (negative) SSTA in the474

Pacific sector developing from Jul (-1) and expanding westward (fig. 11c,d). In the model475

the IOD signal is large as this coupled model is particularlysensitive to the precipita-476

tion/wind feedback in the eastern part of the Indian Ocean (Gualdi et al., 2003; Cherchi477

et al., 2007). Differently from the observations, during positive (negative) IOD events478
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dipole anomalies in the Indian Ocean are preceded by positive (negative) SSTA in the479

Pacific sector propagating from the year before (fig. 11c,d).480

In recent decades El Niño and positive IOD events co-occurred in most of the cases (Ashok481

et al., 2001). In particular of ten positive IOD events classified in Table 1, five of them482

are also El Niño years (eight if we consider a 0.5 std threshold for the El Niño year clas-483

sification). On the other hand, only one negative IOD co-occurred with La Niña events484

(they would be three if considering a weaker threshold for LaNiña years classification)485

and most of them occurred before the 80s (Table 1). In the coupled model experiment, a486

similar behavior is found with half of the positive IOD events occurring in correspondence487

of El Niño years, and a few (two over eleven in a century) negative IOD events occurring488

during La Niña years. To distinguish the monsoon characteristics during El Niño and489

during positive IOD years we tried to separate the events as pure IOD (both positive and490

negative), pure ENSO (both El Niño and La Niña) and as co-occurring (positive IOD with491

El Niño and negative IOD with La Niña) events. Table 4 summarizes the results of the492

above classification with the list of the years as resulting from the HadISST dataset, and493

with the number of the events considered in the model. In somecases the number of the494

events selected is quite small (i.e. pure El Niño, or co-occurring negative IOD and La495

Niña events), hence we decided to focus on those cases with asample robust enough to496

draw some conclusions. According to that, 3-years composite of SST and 200 mb ve-497

locity potential anomalies for pure positive and pure negative IOD, co-occurring positive498

IOD and El Niño and pure La Niña events are shown in fig. 12 forHadISST and NCEP499

collections and for the coupled model results.500

During positive and negative IOD events, SST and 200 mb velocity potential anoma-501

lies are almost symmetric in both re-analysis and model. In fact, positive (negative) upper502

tropospheric velocity potential anomalies occur in summer-fall of year 0 over the In-503

dian sector during positive (negative) IOD events and they correspond to weak (strong)504
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monsoon characteristics (fig. 12a,c,e,g). In these cases, the main difference between the505

re-analysis and the coupled model is in the Pacific sector. Infact in the reanalysis the506

SSTA change from negative in spring-summer of year (-1) to positive in summer-fall of507

year (0) to negative again during spring-summer of year (+1)for positive IOD events,508

and the reverse occurs for negative IOD events (fig. 12a,c). On the other hand, in the509

model the SSTA in the Pacific sector oscillates from positivefrom Apr(-1) to Jul (0) to510

negative from Apr(+1) onwards during positive IOD events, and the reverse occurs during511

negative IOD events (fig. 12e,g). When positive IOD events and El Niño co-occur SST512

in the Pacific-Indian oceans sector and upper tropospheric velocity potential anomalies513

over India are larger than in pure cases in both re-analysis and coupled model experiment514

(fig. 12b,f). As previously mentioned, the model tends to overestimate the negative SSTA515

in the eastern side of the Indian Ocean (fig. 12f).516

5 Changes in the ENSO-monsoon connection517

Fig. 13 shows the correlations between ENSO, IOD and monsoonrainfall considering a518

19 years sliding window in the data collections. The x-axis in the figure refers to the start-519

ing year of the 19 years correlation window. The dotted line corresponds to the correlation520

coefficients between NINO3 and IMR, so it represents the ENSO-monsoon connection.521

According to the figure since the beginning of the reanalysisrecord the relationship be-522

tween ENSO and the monsoon is strong and negative, but since the middle of the 70s523

decade it starts to weakens up to becoming non-significant during the 90s and onwards.524

A definite explanation for the changes occurring to the ENSO-monsoon connection525

has not been identified yet. Among possible explanations, changes in ENSO itself (Ku-526

mar et al., 2006), the global warming (Ashrit et al., 2001), the larger occurrence of IOD527

events (Ashok et al., 2004a) have been investigated. In fig. 13 the correlation coefficients528

between NINO3 and IODM (solid line) and between IODM and IMR (dashed line) are529
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plotted as well to investigate more the role of the IOD in the changes occurring to the530

ENSO-monsoon relationship. The correlation between ENSO and IOD is strong posi-531

tive and significant since the beginning of the time record considered, but it seems to532

be larger after mid 60s. However, changes in the intensity ofthe dotted and solid lines533

in fig. 13 are not evidently linked. That is, the ENSO-IODM correlation can be high534

both when the ENSO-monsoon connection is strong and significant and when it is weak535

and non-significant (i.e. after mid-80s). At the same time, the IOD-monsoon correlation536

shows multidecadal variability: it is negative and significant between mid 60s and mid537

70s, while it is non-significant for the other periods. Decadal IOD signals, related with538

sub-surface ocean dynamics, have been investigated comparing oceanic reanalysis and539

coupled model experiments, where they appeared as a decadalmodulation of interannual540

IOD events (Ashok et al., 2004b).541

Fig. 13 provides a picture with periods having completely different characteristics in542

terms of mutual correlation intensities between ENSO, IOD and ISM in the reanalysis. In543

particular, in the first part of the record the ENSO-monsoon connection is strong, while544

the IOD-monsoon connection is non-significant and the IOD-ENSO correlation shows a545

change from non-significant to positive values. Then in the middle of the time record, the546

IOD-ENSO correlation intensifies and the monsoon-IOD correlation becomes negative547

and significant. In this framework, the ENSO-monsoon connection remains strong nega-548

tive and significant. Finally toward the end of the record while the ENSO-IOD relation-549

ship remains strong, the others two start to decrease up to becoming non-significant. This550

result evidences how the mutual relationships are strictlyconnected but with a quite com-551

plex behavior. For example, the change around mid-70s of theIOD-monsoon relationship552

could correspond or be related with the weakening of the ENSO-monsoon connection, or553

both could be related to the changes occurring to ENSO itself(Kumar et al., 2006).554

Before analyzing more the three periods identified we open a parenthesis on the model555
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performance. As previously discussed, the coupled model has a weak ENSO-monsoon556

correlation. On the other hand, the correlations between IODM and IMR, and between557

NINO3 and IODM are large. In particular, the large IOD-monsoon relationship in summer558

could negatively influence the ENSO-monsoon connection as found also for the NCEP559

forecast model (Achuthavarier et al., 2012). Applying a 19-years sliding window to the560

correlation in the coupled model indices, it is not possibleto identify drastic or periodic561

changes in the connection (not shown). Coupled models generally have difficulties in562

having this sort of changes or in general they are not able to reproduce climate shifts (i.e.563

Guilyardi, 2006, for ENSO).564

The AMIP-type ensemble results have biases as well but the distinction between the565

correlations computed from the ensemble mean or as average of the members correlation566

gives some interesting outcomes. Fig. 14 shows the 19-yearssliding correlation between567

ENSO and the monsoon (in the upper panel) and between the IOD and the monsoon (in568

the lower panel). In particular, the correlation coefficients between NINO3 and IMR are569

negative and significant up to mid’70s considering the ensemble mean (fig. 14a). On the570

other hand the average of the 9 members sliding correlation is almost never significant571

(fig. 14a). This result is consistent with the idea that the changes in the ENSO-monsoon572

connection depend on the changes occurred to ENSO itself, asin the AMIP-type ensemble573

mean the main contribution comes from the SST forcing, whilethe mean of the member574

correlation should contain the signal from the internal variability. The changes occurring575

to ENSO may be related to the different position of the SSTA peak of ENSO events in576

recent decades, as it has been recently discussed (Kumar et al., 2006).577

Considering the correlation between IODM and IMR, the average of the 9 members578

correlations is never significant (fig. 14b, dashed line), while the correlation of the en-579

semble mean is negative and significant (as in the observations) in the first part of the580

record but not in the second one (fig. 14b, solid line). In thiscase, model and observations581
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correspond for short periods with starting years between 1960 and 1965. While in the582

observations it is possible to identify a sort of decadal signal, in the AMIP-type ensemble583

mean there are sort of unrealistic shifts around 1960 and 1980. In this case the role of584

the SST forcing is not dominant as in the ENSO-monsoon, but there is also an important585

contribution from the internal variability component. We may speculate that the disagree-586

ment between model and observations is mostly related with the inability of this kind587

of experiments to have a realistic internal variability, asthey miss the ocean-atmosphere588

coupling that is known to be crucial for Indian Ocean dynamics (Wu and Kirtman, 2004).589

As mentioned before, considering the lines in fig. 13 and their interaction with the sig-590

nificance threshold we choose three sub-periods to perform some more analysis in terms591

of changes in ENSO-monsoon and IOD-monsoon relationship and their seasonal evo-592

lution in the reanalysis. The three periods are: 1949-1969 where the ENSO-monsoon593

connection is strong, while the IOD-monsoon connection is non-significant; 1962-1982594

where both the connection are strong and 1980-2000 where theENSO-monsoon connec-595

tion is weak and the IOD-monsoon connection is non-significant.596

Fig. 15 shows the time regression of the Indian summer monsoon rainfall index (IMR)597

on SST and 200 mb velocity potential for three different seasons: spring (AMJ mean)598

before the monsoon peak, summer (JAS mean) in correspondence of the monsoon peak599

and fall (OND mean) just after the monsoon peak. In summer, the Indian and Pacific sec-600

tors are characterized by opposite velocity potential anomalies in the upper troposphere601

with negative values in the former and positive values in thelatter, in agreement with602

the typical ENSO teleconnection pattern (fig. 15b,e,h). In terms of SST, in the second pe-603

riod positive (negative) anomalies appear in the eastern (western) Indian basin, differently604

from the other two periods. In agreement with a stronger monsoon-IOD relationship, in605

this period larger negative SST anomalies are found in the northern Indian basin (both in606

the Arabian Sea and in the Bay of Bengal) because of the interaction between the basin607
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and the monsoon rainfall (Cherchi et al., 2007).608

However, the main differences between the three periods arefound in the North Pacific609

and in the Atlantic sectors. In particular, in the last period when the ENSO-monsoon610

connection weakens, strong positive anomalies are found inthe western Atlantic sector611

around 30N, with slight negative anomalies in the subtropical sector (Goswami et al.,612

2006; Kucharski et al., 2008), and in the western North Pacific (fig. 15h). On the other613

hand, before the 70s the positive anomalies in the North Pacific were mainly localized in614

the centre of the basin (fig. 15b). This difference may be related with the changes occurred615

in the North Pacific after 1976 (Miller et al., 1994) and to theassociated differences in the616

ENSO teleconnections (Deser and Blackmon, 1995). This analysis cannot be considered617

exhaustive, but it highlights interesting issues in the ENSO-monsoon-IOD relationship on618

timescales with lower than interannual frequencies, whichis worth of further studies.619

6 Conclusions620

Major portion of the Indian summer monsoon (ISM) variability is related to the variability621

in the Indian-Pacific sector. In this study, ISM variabilityhas been investigated focusing622

on the monsoon characteristics in correspondence of ENSO and IOD events. The analysis623

has been performed comparing re-analysis and data with atmospheric (AMIP-type with624

forced interannually varying SST) and coupled model experiments.625

ISM variability has been expressed here in terms of precipitation and circulation-based626

indices. In particular, large-scale monsoon indices, likeDMI and MTG based on zonal627

wind shear and mid-tropospheric thickness, respectively,have been compared with local628

indices, like IMI and IMR based on low-level zonal wind and precipitation, respectively.629

Both model outputs and reanalysis, realistically represent the precipitation pattern varia-630

tion in summer over India. In the AMIP-type ensemble the inter-annual variability of all631

the indices is significantly correlated with the reanalysisin terms of the ensemble mean,632
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indicating that the forced SST component is important.633

Using the AMIP-type ensemble we define and compute the potential predictability of634

the monsoon indices as the ratio of the ensemble mean over thestandard deviation among635

the members for each monsoon index and for each year: the larger the value, the larger636

the potential predictability for that year. Strong and weakmonsoon characteristics have637

comparable predictability in terms of large-scale and local monsoon indices. In the sample638

analyzed, about half of the more predictable extreme monsoon years coincide with an El639

Niño co-occurring with a positive IOD event. The result is consistent for all the indices.640

Because of the seasonal evolution of the events, the monsoonin summer may be nega-641

tively influenced by the developing phase of ENSO, which peaks in the following winter642

and which may interact and influence the IOD anomalies in the subsequent fall. The643

3-years composite analysis of precipitation and seasonal wind shear during ENSO and644

IOD events reveals that during El Niño and positive IOD years monsoon precipitation645

is reduced with weakened wind shear, while during La Niña and negative IOD events646

the monsoon characteristics are opposite with larger than normal rainfall and enhanced647

zonal wind shear. Actually, the ISM characteristics in El Niño/La Niña years or in pos-648

itive/negative IOD events are not exactly symmetric. In fact, while during La Niña and649

negative IOD year the monsoon anomalies are almost uniform within the summer season,650

in the opposite cases (El Niño and positive IOD) there is a dipole in the anomalies within651

the season (i.e. anomalies in the demise phase of the monsoonchange sign).652

In the model composites, precipitation and wind shear anomalies are weaker than ob-653

served, mainly in the IOD cases. During ENSO events, AMIP-type ensemble results are654

more proxy to observations than the coupled model simulation is, and this could be also655

related to the weak ENSO-monsoon connection in this coupledmodel. In the AMIP-type656

ensemble the monsoon intensity is directly influenced by thesimultaneous SST in the657

Pacific Ocean and its biennial characteristics are not captured because the lack of air-sea658
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interactions in the Indian Ocean.659

The composites of SST and 200 mb velocity potential during strong and weak monsoon660

years classified based on different monsoon indices highlight how different SST condi-661

tions in the Indo-Pacific sector may provide similar monsooncharacteristics over India,662

reflecting the complexity of the relationship between ENSO,Indian Ocean SST and the663

monsoon.664

In the reanalysis as well as in the coupled model most of the positive IOD events co-665

occurred with an El Niño, while that is not the case for La Ni˜na. A further classification666

has been performed to separate years with pure IOD or ENSO events from years with667

co-occurring ENSO and IOD. Because of the number of cases involved, pure El Niño668

years as well as La Niña and negative IOD co-occurring events have not been taken into669

account. When positive IOD and El Niño co-occur the SST anomalies in the Indo-Pacific670

sector and 200 mb velocity potential anomalies over India are larger than in the pure671

cases. However, the model tends to overestimate the signal in the Indian Ocean, mainly672

in its eastern part.673

The relationship between ENSO, IOD and the monsoon is not constant in time. In fact,674

in the record analyzed (i.e. 1948-2003) it is possible to distinguish periods with strong675

ENSO-monsoon connection, lack of IOD-monsoon connection and increasing ENSO-676

IOD relationship, or with both strong and negative IOD-monsoon and ENSO-monsoon677

connections, or with not-significant monsoon-ENSO and monsoon-IOD but with a strong678

ENSO-IOD relationships. The main difference between the periods identified is in the679

SST pattern of North Pacific and Atlantic sectors. When the ENSO-monsoon connection680

weakens, strong positive SST-IMR correlation is found in the western north Atlantic and681

north Pacific Ocean, the latter probably associated with thedecadal changes of the North682

Pacific sector and the associated ENSO teleconnection. In the model it is not possible to683

identify those types of decadal changes. However, results from the AMIP-type ensemble684
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suggest that while in the ENSO-monsoon case most of the correlation is driven by changes685

in the remote SST (and hence is somehow captured by the model), in the IOD-monsoon686

case changes in the correlation are not captured by the model, suggesting a predominance687

of its internal variability component and local model biases may influence as well its688

performance.689

The study is quite heterogeneous in its analysis, but its main focus remains the analysis690

of the characteristics of the monsoon associated with ENSO and the IOD, spanning from691

composite analysis of specific classified events to the investigation of long timescales.692

The wide litterature on the differences in the characteristics of ENSO during the last693

decades (Wang, 1995; Ashok et al., 2007; McPhaden and Zhang,2009; Jung et al., 2011,694

among others) may question whether factors like the intensity of the anomalies, the po-695

sition of the SST maxima and the dynamics related to the SST development may have696

different impacts on the monsoon intensity and variability. According to that and con-697

sidering the IOD decadal changes (Ashok et al., 2004b; Yuan and Yin, 2008) as well,698

composite analysis on specific ENSO and/or IOD years is worthof future investigation.699

Even if the model has been found particularly weak in the analysis of the variability at700

lower than interannual frequency, the results from the reanalysis suggest an important701

influence on the monsoon from other oceanic sectors rather than from the Indian-Pacific702

alone.703
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Tables894

List of years

El Niño 19511957, 1963,1965, 1968, 1969,1972, 1976, 1977

1982, 1986, 1987,1991, 1994, 1997, 2002

La Niña 1949, 1950, 1954,1955, 1956, 1964, 1967,1970, 1971,1973, 1975

1984, 1988, 1995, 1998,1999, 2000

positive IOD 1961, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1982, 1987, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2002

negative IOD 1956, 1958, 1960, 1964, 1968, 1974, 1975, 1992, 1996, 1998

Table 1. List of El Niño, La Niña, positive and negative IOD years, based on the values of

NINO3 and IODM indices, respectively. IOD years are computed from values averaged in SON

exceeding 1 standard deviation from the mean, and they mostly agree with previous classifica-

tions (Saji and Yamagata, 2003; Yuan and Yin, 2008, among others). ENSO years are shown

based on NDJ values (see text for more details) exceeding 0.5std (years exceeding 1 std are in

bold). All El Niño/La Niña years in the table agree with US National Weather Service classifica-

tion (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/products/analysismonitoring/ensostuff/ensoyears.html).

pIOD El Niño nIOD La Niña

IMR 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3

IMI 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3

DMI 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.5

MTG 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8

Table 2. Fraction of extreme monsoon predictable years (yellow binsfrom fig. 5) corresponding

to a positive IOD event (pIOD), an El Niño event, a negative IOD (nIOD) event and a La Niña

event (columns from left to right) for IMR, IMI, DMI and MTG monsoon indices (rows from top

to bottom). El Niño/La Niña and positive/negative IOD years are listed in Table 1.
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Monsoon index Strong mons yrs (¿1std) Weak mons yrs (¡-1std)

IMI 1958,1959, 1961, 1970, 1973 1949, 1950, 1962,1965, 1966, 1972

1975 1978, 1980,1994 1974, 1979, 1987, 1999

IMR 1949, 1953,1956, 1959, 1961 1952, 1957, 1965, 1966, 1968, 1972

1964, 1973,1975, 1978,1988, 1990 1974, 1979, 1982, 1987, 1992, 2002

MTG 1948, 1954, 1961, 1967 1957, 1969, 1972, 1983

1971, 1978, 1981, 1984, 1985 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002

Table 3. List of years corresponding to strong and weak monsoon events according to IMI,

IMR and MTG values larger than 1 standard deviation from the mean, or lower than -1 stan-

dard deviation from the mean, respectively. Years inbold correspond to floods and drought In-

dian summer monsoon events according to AIR (All-Indian Rainfall) index from IITM website

(www.tropmet.res.in/∼kolli/mol/Monsoon/Historical/air.html).
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Type of event List of years (HadISST) # of years (SSXX)

pure pIOD 1961, 1963, 1967, 1987, 2002 8

pIOD/ElNino 1972, 1982, 1991, 1994, 1997 8

pure ElNino 1957, 1965 3

pure nIOD 1956, 1958, 1960, 1964, 1968 9

1974, 1992, 1996, 1998

nIOD/LaNina 1975 2

pure LaNina 1949, 1955, 1970, 1973, 1984, 1988, 1999 12

Table 4. List of years (second column) from the HadISST and number of years (third column) con-

sidered in the coupled model experiment (SSXX), respectively, of the events classified (from top

to bottom) as: pure positive IOD (pIOD), co-occurring positive IOD and El Niño (pIOD/ElNino),

pure El Niño, pure negative IOD (nIOD), co-occurring negative IOD and La Niña (nIOD/La Niña)

and pure La Niña.
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Figure Captions895

Fig. 1. Annual cycle of precipitation (mm/d, shaded) and zonal windshear (m/s, contours) zonally

averaged between 60-90E for (a) CMAP and NCEP reanalysis, (b) AMIP-type ensemble mean and

(c) coupled model experiment (SSXX). The zonal wind shear iscomputed as difference between

lower and upper tropospheric zonal wind (U850 minus U200).

Fig. 2. JJA mean precipitation (mm/d, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 106 1/s2, contours

with the thicker black line in correspondence of zero values) for (a) CMAP and NCEP reanalysis,

(b) the AMIP-type ensemble mean and (c) the coupled model experiment (SSXX) outputs. (d)

JJA mean SST (◦C) for the HadISST dataset (contours, with the 28◦C isotherm identified by the

thicker red line), and JJA mean SST difference between the coupled model experiment and the

HadISST dataset (shaded).

Fig. 3. Lagged correlation between JJA IMR and NINO3 (solid line) and IODM (dashed line)

monthly anomalies indices for (a) CRU and HadISST datasets and (b) AMIP-type ensemble. Hor-

izontal lines in both panels correspond to the threshold values for the statistical significance at

90%.

Fig. 4. Annual cycle of monsoon indices, (a) IMR, (b) IMI, (c) DMI and(d) MTG, for CRU and

NCEP data (black line), AMIP-type ensemble (blue line) and coupled model experiment (SSXX,

green line).

Fig. 5. Potential predictability (PP) for the monsoon indices, (a)IMR, (b) IMI, (c) DMI and (d)

MTG, in the AMIP-type ensemble. Yellow bin correspond to PP values in the tails (exceeding

10th and 90th percentiles) of the distribution. Black starscorrespond to the index values for each

member of the ensemble to evidence the ensemble spread. The value in the bottom right of each
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panel is the ratio of the standard deviation of the ensemble mean and the average of the standard

deviation of each member (see text for more details).

Fig. 6. 3-years composite of precipitation (mm/day, shaded) and zonal wind shear (m/s, contours)

anomalies averaged over the Indian continent (75-85E) and in the region 60-90E, respectively.

The values shown are computed as El Niño and La Niña composites for (a,b) CRU and NCEP

datasets, (c,d) AMIP-type ensemble and (e,f) coupled modelexperiment (SSXX). In the model

experiments, precipitation is masked over ocean to consider land-points only.

Fig. 7. 3-years composite of SST (◦C, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2, con-

tours) anomalies averaged between 10S and 10N. The values shown are computed as strong and

weak monsoon years composites for (a,b) AMIP-type ensembleand (c,d) coupled model experi-

ment (SSXX). Strong/weak monsoon years are classified basedon IMI index.

Fig. 8. Same as fig. 7, but strong and weak monsoon years are classifiedbased on (a,b) IMI, (c,d)

IMR and (e,f) MTG indices in the HadISST and NCEP datasets.

Fig. 9. Same as fig. 6, but the composites are computed for positive (left panels) and negative

(right panels) IOD events.

Fig. 10. 3-years composite of SST (◦C, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2,

contours) anomalies averaged between 10S and 10N. The values shown are (a,b) El Niño and La

Niña composites and (c,d) positive and negative IOD composites for HadISST and NCEP datasets.

Fig. 11. Same as fig. 10, but for the coupled model experiment (SSXX).

Fig. 12. Same as fig. 10, but the values shown are composite of (a,e) pure positive IOD (pure

pIOD), (b,f) combined positive IOD and El Niño (pIOD/ElNino), (c,g) pure negative IOD (pure
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nIOD) and (d,h) pure La Niña (pure LaNina) events in the HadISST and NCEP datasets (upper

panels) and in the coupled model experiment (SSXX, lower panels).

Fig. 13. 19 years sliding correlations between IODM and NINO3 (blacksolid line), IODM and

IMR (dashed line), NINO3 and IMR (dotted line) from the CRU and HadISST datasets. Solid hor-

izontal lines indicate the statistical significance threshold at 95%. Years in the x-axis correspond

to the starting year of the 19 years correlation window.

Fig. 14. 19 years sliding correlations between (a) NINO3 and IMR and (b) IODM and IMR in

the AMIP-type ensemble. In both panels, ensemble mean value(solid line) and the average of the

correlation for each member of the ensemble (dashed line) are shown. The solid horizontal line

corresponds to the statistical significance threshold at 95%. Years in the x-axis correspond to the

starting year of the 19 years correlation window.

Fig. 15. Time-regression of Indian summer monsoon rainfall (IMR) onSST (◦C, shaded) and 200

mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2, contours) during spring (AMJ mean, upper panels), summer

(JAS mean, middle panels) and fall (OND mean, lower panels) for (a,b,c) 1949-1969, (d,e,f) 1962-

1982 and (g,h,i) 1980-2000 time periods.
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Figures896

Fig. 1. Annual cycle of precipitation (mm/d, shaded) and zonal windshear (m/s, contours) zonally

averaged between 60-90E for (a) CMAP and NCEP reanalysis, (b) AMIP-type ensemble mean and

(c) coupled model experiment (SSXX). The zonal wind shear iscomputed as difference between

lower and upper tropospheric zonal wind (U850 minus U200).
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Fig. 2. JJA mean precipitation (mm/d, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 106 1/s2, contours

with the thicker black line in correspondence of zero values) for (a) CMAP and NCEP reanalysis,

(b) the AMIP-type ensemble mean and (c) the coupled model experiment (SSXX) outputs. (d)

JJA mean SST (◦C) for the HadISST dataset (contours, with the 28◦C isotherm identified by the

thicker red line), and JJA mean SST difference between the coupled model experiment and the

HadISST dataset (shaded).
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Fig. 3. Lagged correlation between JJA IMR and NINO3 (solid line) and IODM (dashed line)

monthly anomalies indices for (a) CRU and HadISST datasets and (b) AMIP-type ensemble. Hor-

izontal lines in both panels correspond to the threshold values for the statistical significance at

90%.
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Fig. 4. Annual cycle of monsoon indices, (a) IMR, (b) IMI, (c) DMI and(d) MTG, for CRU and

NCEP data (black line), AMIP-type ensemble (blue line) and coupled model experiment (SSXX,

green line).
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Fig. 5. Potential predictability (PP) for the monsoon indices, (a)IMR, (b) IMI, (c) DMI and (d)

MTG, in the AMIP-type ensemble. Yellow bin correspond to PP values in the tails (exceeding

10th and 90th percentiles) of the distribution. Black starscorrespond to the index values for each

member of the ensemble to evidence the ensemble spread. The value in the bottom right of each

panel is the ratio of the standard deviation of the ensemble mean and the average of the standard

deviation of each member (see text for more details).46



Fig. 6. 3-years composite of precipitation (mm/day, shaded) and zonal wind shear (m/s, contours)

anomalies averaged over the Indian continent (75-85E) and in the region 60-90E, respectively.

The values shown are computed as El Niño and La Niña composites for (a,b) CRU and NCEP

datasets, (c,d) AMIP-type ensemble and (e,f) coupled modelexperiment (SSXX). In the model

experiments, precipitation is masked over ocean to consider land-points only.
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Fig. 7. 3-years composite of SST (◦C, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2, con-

tours) anomalies averaged between 10S and 10N. The values shown are computed as strong and

weak monsoon years composites for (a,b) AMIP-type ensembleand (c,d) coupled model experi-

ment (SSXX). Strong/weak monsoon years are classified basedon IMI index.
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Fig. 8. Same as fig. 7, but strong and weak monsoon years are classifiedbased on (a,b) IMI, (c,d)

IMR and (e,f) MTG indices in the HadISST and NCEP datasets.
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Fig. 9. Same as fig. 6, but the composites are computed for positive (left panels) and negative

(right panels) IOD events.
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Fig. 10. 3-years composite of SST (◦C, shaded) and 200 mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2,

contours) anomalies averaged between 10S and 10N. The values shown are (a,b) El Niño and La

Niña composites and (c,d) positive and negative IOD composites for HadISST and NCEP datasets.
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Fig. 11. Same as fig. 10, but for the coupled model experiment (SSXX).
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Fig. 12. Same as fig. 10, but the values shown are composite of (a,e) pure positive IOD (pure

pIOD), (b,f) combined positive IOD and El Niño (pIOD/ElNino), (c,g) pure negative IOD (pure

nIOD) and (d,h) pure La Niña (pure LaNina) events in the HadISST and NCEP datasets (upper

panels) and in the coupled model experiment (SSXX, lower panels).
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Fig. 13. 19 years sliding correlations between IODM and NINO3 (blacksolid line), IODM and

IMR (dashed line), NINO3 and IMR (dotted line) from the CRU and HadISST datasets. Solid hor-

izontal lines indicate the statistical significance threshold at 95%. Years in the x-axis correspond

to the starting year of the 19 years correlation window.
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(a) NINO3 vs IMR (AMIP−type ensemble)
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(b) IODM vs IMR (AMIP−type ensemble)
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Fig. 14. 19 years sliding correlations between (a) NINO3 and IMR and (b) IODM and IMR in

the AMIP-type ensemble. In both panels, ensemble mean value(solid line) and the average of the

correlation for each member of the ensemble (dashed line) are shown. The solid horizontal line

corresponds to the statistical significance threshold at 95%. Years in the x-axis correspond to the

starting year of the 19 years correlation window.
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Fig. 15. Time-regression of Indian summer monsoon rainfall (IMR) onSST (◦C, shaded) and 200

mb velocity potential (× 1.e+6 1/s2, contours) during spring (AMJ mean, upper panels), summer

(JAS mean, middle panels) and fall (OND mean, lower panels) for (a,b,c) 1949-1969, (d,e,f) 1962-

1982 and (g,h,i) 1980-2000 time periods.
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